Southampton Cycling Campaign
Newsletter
Autumn/Winter 2012
Yes, there’s been a long break since the last
newsletter… It has been decided that we will aim to
produce a fuller newsletter twice times a year.
Submissions on anything cycle related – including
photos, images and cartoons are very welcome.
Copy deadline for next issue: 11 February 2013 please.
Campaign Meetings
Our meetings are held at the Friends Meeting House,
Ordnance Road (off London Rd, side door) at 7.30 pm,
starting with tea/coffee and chat, on the second
Monday of each month (except Bank Holidays); we are
a friendly group and welcome visitors and new
members. You do not need to be a member to participate in meetings.
In November someone working on the Eastern Corridor Cycle Route is coming to
speak to us about the plans for a cycle friendly route all the way from the eastern
boundary of the city.
In December we have a social meeting, so keep business to a minimum.
In January we hope to have someone from Hampshire Constabulary to talk with us
about the new police initiated scheme to improve a number of roads with high
cycle accident rates - in Monday's Echo there was a whole page about this scheme,
called Steer Clear, and the dangerous Southampton roads named, so try to have a
look at the article (it is very shortened on line).
Bike Doctor
Bring your bike along for a free check-up on Guildhall Square, SO14 7FP, every
Thursday, 11am-2pm, in October (and hopefully beyond!)
This Bike Dr initiative is part of My Journey, a council initiative to increase
sustainable travel and support local communities in Southampton.
For more events including campaign rides see
www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
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CYCLING THE D-DAY BEACHES
OK, I realise that this article isn't about
campaigning or commuting, but even
campaigners and commuters need a break,
and, if you live on the south coast, where
better to take a cycle break than in France.
We managed to steal away for a 4-day
weekend over the August Bank Holiday.
We'd bunked in with friends in
Bournemouth the previous evening and
then in the morning we pedalled off to
catch the early fast ferry from Poole to Cherbourg. (I should point out at this stage
that the boat from Portsmouth would have
been significantly more convenient, but this
sails only at certain times of the year and on
certain days of the week … and it wasn't
sailing for us.)
This was to be a repeat of a route I'd cycled a
couple of times before, and I was keen to do
it again. We would cycle east to Barfleur,
follow the coast south to Carentan at the
base of the Cotentin Peninsula, then head east along the coast to the ferry port at
Ouistreham. The total distance isn't far - perhaps 120 miles and gentle enough to
be completed, by some, in a day - but it's lovely cycling that
takes in some of the key sites of the D-Day invasion, and
spreading it over three or four days allows time for
museum stops and detours, and refreshment stops too.
On this occasion we camped the first night in charming
Barfleur. Although it rained heavily overnight we awoke to
a dry morning, but with winds gusting to 45mph. Try taking
a tent down in that!
The run down to Carentan is almost entirely pancake flat,
much of it is within sight of the coast, and there are a
couple of museums that merit a look. Further, if you fancy
the detour, Sainte-Mère-Église – the place where the US
airman caught his parachute on the church spire – is just a few miles off route.
There's a pleasant camp site, Le Haut Dick, at Carentan. For us, the conditions we
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encountered on this day were the windiest I've ever cycled in.
Day 3 smiled upon us with sun and a brisk
tailwind. We rode along the coast past Pointe
du Hoc, where the US Rangers carried out
feats of derring-do, and the American
Cemetery at Colleville-sur-Mer, to
Arromanches-les-Bains. It's here that the sea
is littered with remnants of the Mulberry
Harbour, named Port Winston., which was
constructed by the Royal Engineers and used
to land over 2 million men, half a million
vehicles, and 4 million tonnes of supplies in
the days and weeks after D-Day.
We camped in Arromanches, but an
option is to detour to Bayeux (large
camp site) and perhaps visit the British
War Cemetery. I've visited this cemetery
on several occasions; it remains for me a
most humbling and yet inspiring place.

The last day need be nothing more than a
short pedal for the late afternoon boat
from Ouistreham to Portsmouth. The
route passes Gold Beach, where my
grandfather came ashore with the
Durham Light Infantry on D-Day
A few extra miles can be had by pedalling
up the canal from Ouistreham to Pegasus
Bridge, the strategic bridge, featured in
the film The Longest Day, which was captured by troops who landed in gliders.
It turned out to be a long day for us too. Our ferry, which was due to land in
Portsmouth at 21.30, was affected by industrial action and didn't get in till after
22.30, and it had started to rain ... quite heavily.
C'est la vie … hmpff!
Mike Charlton
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CYCLING FOR WOMEN … IN 1895

The women’s rights advocate Susan B. Anthony may have said that the bicycle did
“more to emancipate women than anything else in the world”, but the road along
which it travelled was a bumpy one. On 21st June 1895, the Newark Sunday
Advocate ran the following article:
The Unique Cycling club of Chicago is all that its name implies. One of its laws is
that on all runs bloomers and knickerbockers shall be worn, and two members who
disobeyed this rule recently met with a punishment that they will not forget soon.
Union park was the rendezvous for the last run, and 50 members turned out. The
president, Miss Bunker, observed two women wearing short skirts over their
bloomers.
“Take the skirts off,” ordered Captain Bunker.
“Indeed we won’t,” was the reply.
A crowd of 200 had collected to see the start. The president and the captain held a
consultation, and then, taking several strong armed members with them, fell on
the skirt wearers and stripped them down to their bloomers.
“It was done in all seriousness,” said Mrs. Langdon. “The club’s rules are made to
be kept and not to be broken. Why did we take off the skirts in public? For no other
reason but to make examples of the offenders. They publicly defied our rules and
were published accordingly.”
Dilys Gartside
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44 DON’TS FOR WOMEN RIDERS – New York World 1895
Don’t be a fright
Don’t faint on the road
Don’t wear a man’s cap
Don’t wear tight garters
Don’t attempt a “century”
Don’t coast. It is dangerous
Don’t boast of your long rides
Don’t criticize people’s “legs.”
Don’t wear loud hued leggings
Don’t cultivate a “bicycle face”
Don’t refuse assistance up a hill
Don’t wear clothes that don’t fit
Don’t neglect a “light’s out” cry
Don’t wear jewellery while on a tour
Don’t race. Leave that to the scorchers
Don’t wear laced boots. They are tiresome
Don’t go to church in your bicycle costume
Don’t imagine everybody is looking at you
Don’t wear a garden party hat with bloomers
Don’t contest the right of way with cable cars
Don’t chew gum. Exercise your jaws in private
Don’t wear white kid gloves. Silk is the thing
Don’t ask, “What do you think of my bloomers?”
Don’t use bicycle slang. Leave that to the boys
Don’t go out after dark without a male escort
Don’t without a needle, thread and thimble
Don’t try to have every article of your attire “match”
Don’t let your golden hair be hanging down your back
Don’t allow dear little Fido to accompany you
Don’t scratch a match on the seat of your bloomers
Don’t discuss bloomers with every man you know
Don’t appear in public until you have learned to ride well
Don’t overdo things
Let cycling be a recreation, not a labor
Don’t ignore the laws of the road because you are a woman
Don’t try to ride in your brother’s clothes “to see how it feels”
Don’t scream if you meet a cow. If she sees you first, she will run
Don’t cultivate everything that is up to date because you ride a wheel
Don’t emulate your brother’s attitude if he rides parallel with the ground
Don’t undertake a long ride if you are not confident of performing it easily
Don’t appear to be up on “records” and “record smashing.” That is sporty.
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“BRIGHTER” CYCLING
If you cycle at night, particularly through the
winter, and especially if you travel on poorly or
unlit roads, then a good lighting system is
important. It's important both to improve rider
visibility and to illuminate the way forward.
Below are 2 cyclists’ suggestions.

BATTERY POWERED LIGHTS
I did some research to ensure I got the brightest lights at the least cost. This does
mean most of these are cheap Chinese imports from ebay, but all have lasted for
over a year of regular use and seem to be of better quality than expected for the
cash. Total cost of my setup (front & rear lights, mounts, batteries, charger) was
about £75. Lights of equivalent brightness from “established” bike light
manufacturers could cost four or five times this.
Headlights: Using 2x Ultrafire WF502 LED torches with Cree XM-L LED emitters. In
reality 95% of the time I have only needed to use one, and only on medium power.
Any similarly sized torch (with what is known as a P60 body) will fit the mounts
(below), however for best battery life & output, make sure you get one with a Cree
XM-L chip. This will give up to 1000 lumens maximum output, ie
comparable to a car headlight.
Headlight mounts: I am using these mounts:
www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Bicycle-Flash-Light-LED-Torch-Bike-Mount-ClampHolder/280760723216?pt=UK_SportGoods_CyclAcces_RL&hash=item415ea4a710

I tried several different models of torch-handlebar mount before
finding these. This model is the best I have tried and hold torches very
solidly- I have never had one go flying off, even riding off road, with these mounts.
If it slips around a bit on the bar, lining the handlebar with duck tape or similar can
help secure them a bit better.
Rear light: High power red LED torches are a bit difficult to come by. The highest
output LED chips with a red colour are Cree XP-E chips which will go to 200-300
lumens and can be had in the aforementioned P60 bodies. This still trumps
“normal” bike tail lights by a factor of 6 and is as bright as (or brighter than) a car
brake light.
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Rear light mount: The mounting of a torch to the seatpost to act as a rear light is a
bit tricky because most light mounts will aim the light downwards at an angle
rather than directly astern as you’d want. Therefore you need an adjustable angle
mount. I have since bodged a way of mounting the tail light to my pannier rack, so
it is off the seatpost entirely (as I was occasionally catching it with my leg as I
pedalled).
Batteries and chargers: All the above lights run off 18650 rechargeable batteries.
Many brands of batteries out there are rubbish and should not be trusted. The
below website identified Senybor and Sanyo batteries as the best. I use Senybor
batteries and get about 3 hours per battery on the front and rear. You’ll also need
a charger- the website has recommendations on those too.
www.torchythebatteryboy.com/p/18650-batteries-chargers.html
Other lights: I still run flashing lights front and rear to ensure visibility from the side
(where the above lights might sometimes be a bit lacking) and also as a backup in
case of flat batteries etc.
Richard Pemberton

DYNAMO CYCLE LIGHTS
For most older folk the first experience of a dynamo was likely an inefficient
Sturmey Archer hub dynamo or perhaps a
noisy bottle dynamo that wore out the
sidewall of the tyre, caused considerable drag,
and slipped in wet weather.
The advent of the modern hub dynamo has
changed all of this. It's now possible to have
reliable lighting which is always available and
permanently mounted on your bike (no need
to remove lights when you park). And because
there's no need to replace or recharge
batteries – and bear in mind that some modern battery systems last for only a
handful of hours before requiring recharge – this is an environmentally friendly
solution which is inexpensive to run.
Of course, any lighting that is effective in the dark, whether it's powered by battery
or dynamo, is not cheap to set up, but if you're in need of a new front wheel, or
with Christmas on the horizon, this might be a good time to contemplate setting up
your bike with dynamo lighting.
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What do you need?
You'll need a front wheel with a dynamo hub. You could ask your local bike shop to
build this from scratch or build a hub into your existing rim with new spokes. You
could try to buy a full wheel on eBay, or purchase one ready built from, for
example, Spa Cycles (Harrogate and online). You might even fancy the challenge of
buying all of the bits – getting the correct spoke length can be tricky - and building
one yourself. One thing to remember is that even the most inexpensive modern
hubs are relatively low drag and do a good job even though they seem quite
rough/stiff when you try to rotate them off the bike.
You'll also need at least one light. Unless you want to go upmarket then I would
recommend a Busch and Muller Lumotec Lyt N Plus front LED light (178NDI)
(dotbike, £33) which comes complete with an on/off switch (not all do!). For the
rear – some people continue to use battery lights at the rear because many
dynamo lights fix on a rear cycle rack - something like a Smart TL277 (Spa, £9) is
great value and, in my opinion, as effective as lights which cost more than threetimes the price. And you'll need a bit of wire to connect the rear light to the front.
And – and this is the best bit – both of the lights mentioned come complete with a
standlight facility (a built-in capacitor) which means that they'll stay on for a few
minutes even when you're stationary at traffic lights. Now that never used to
happen!
If you want to chat or want to see some lights in action then get in touch via the
Cycle Campaign.
Mike Charlton
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THE EINDHOVEN FLOATING
(CYCLE) ROUNDABOUT
This used to be an extremely large rural
roundabout with separated cycle paths
all around it. Now why did this have to
change? It had cycle paths and there
were traffic lights to control the flow of
traffic. But to the Dutch that is not safe
enough anymore. Yes, there was
separation, but at the places of crossing motorized traffic and cyclists were only
separated in time, not in place. When people make mistakes (going through a red
light for instance) this could still lead to dangerous situations. Now, both types of
traffic are completely separated in time and also in place, so cyclists can pass this
large junction safely and without stopping. The roundabout was opened on June
29th, 2012 in an afternoon of festivities.
Since then the roundabout has been well used by all types of young and older,
faster and slower cyclists. But this floating roundabout is not something that exists
by itself. It is part of an elaborate cycle network. It would be pretty useless to have
a ring like this without an underlying connected cycle network so people can
actually get to this piece of remarkable infrastructure.
One response to rising oil prices …

And a very special parking place?
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GETTING STARTED ON YOUR BIKE
It’s easy for people who don’t do it to overestimate the difficulties of everyday cycling.
Statistically, cycle travel is pretty safe. Those
statistics include many whose riding style
relies on others taking care of them. If you
are vigilant, cycling is very safe indeed.
You don’t need to be a virtuoso bike-handler.
If you can start, stop and steer reliably, look
behind over either shoulder while riding, and
give authoritative arm signals, you’re ready to enjoy practical travel. New – or
returnee – riders need to check, and if necessary rehearse, these skills.
POSITION ON THE ROAD
Don’t ride in the gutter. By riding about a metre out from the kerb, you make
yourself more obvious. If you can be seen, then you’re more safe. Everyone on the
road looks where they’re going, and also where they expect other traffic to be.
Traffic is less able to squeeze past you, and is more likely to overtake you properly.
The space to your left keeps you out of the way of drain covers and roadside
detritus. It’s also a buffer against careless pedestrians or people in vehicles
creeping out of side roads and driveways. Scan ahead for any possible hazards and
monitor the situation behind. Don’t rely on other people’s signals. Others may turn
without indicating or indicate without turning.
MANOEUVRES
Look behind before any change of position. When there’s traffic around you may
need to signal your intention and negotiate with others. Make eye contact and
keep sideways movements gradual so any misunderstanding can’t precipitate
disaster. Before any move or turn, take another look over your shoulder to be
completely sure. At junctions, or when overtaking parked cars, get in the right
position early. For example, to turn right from a major into a minor road, first look
behind and signal right. When it’s safe to do so, cross the left carriageway to ride
just left of the centre-line of the road. Start this process early so you resolve any
conflict with following traffic before you get to the turning point.
Initially some busy junctions may seem intimidating. You can walk around them; it
won’t add much time. Watch other cyclists negotiating the junction.
The above is reproduced from STREETS AHEAD, A guide to cycling to work and
school by CTC – the UK’s national cyclists’ organisation.
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ADULT CYCLE TRAINING IN SOUTHAMPTON
Whether you've never cycled before or you've
been cycling for years, a one-to-one cycle
training session with a professional instructor
could be just what you need to build your
confidence and skills in cycling. Each session is
individually tailored to your needs, held at a
time and location within Southampton that suits
you.
You could learn how to position yourself in the
traffic, discover the best ways to get to work or
to go on leisure rides. It's completely up to you.
The Adult Cycle Training scheme is run jointly by Sustrans working in partnership
with Southampton City Council. The training session currently costs just £5 (usual
price £35) and is available to adults aged 18 years and over living, working or
studying in Southampton.
For further information, contact Sustrans StreetTread Project on 023 8060 8891 or
email streettread@sustrans.org.uk
Mike Charlton
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SOUTHAMPTON CYCLING ITEMS
PLATFORM FOR PROSPERITY
This is the Council's name for a major scheme
to improve west - east traffic flow in the south
of the city and reduce the serious congestion
that occurs when cruise liners dock. Town
Quay and Platform Road will be increased in
width and become dual carriageway, taking the traffic that currently uses the oneway system around Queen's Park. The roads around Queen's Park will be for local
traffic and access only and will be blocked off at the eastern end of Queen's
Terrace. There will be an off-road path for pedestrians and cyclists between Town
Quay and Dock Gate 4 consisting of a short section of upgraded pavement and a
longer section through a green area known as Vokes Park (which will be enlarged to
the south taking some currently ABP land).
Members of Southampton Cycling Campaign spent two hours on a site visit with
highways engineer Matthew Cheal. He explained various aspects of the scheme
and we were able to identify and discuss with him potential problems for cyclists.
We suggested a number of minor changes to improve the scheme for cyclists, such
as dropped kerbs, and discussed possible solutions to the narrow section of the offroad path, between Town Quay and Vokes Park. Although the scheme will have
some benefits for cyclists and pedestrians, particularly the better access to Queen's
Park and an off-road path on the south side of Town Quay and Platform Road, we
are concerned that no provision at all has been included in the plans for road
cyclists. The off-road path through Vokes Park will not be suitable for faster or
commuting cyclists because it is a busy pedestrian route and will have several
toucan crossings (at Dock Gates 4,5 and 6). Worryingly, at Dock Gate 6 cyclists and
pedestrians will have to use TWO toucan crossings, waiting in the middle of the
road between incoming and outgoing traffic. We have submitted a formal response
to the plans, a copy of which can be emailed to anyone who is interested.
Lindsi Bluemel
EASTERN CYCLE CORRIDOR
This is an exciting project, for which funding has already been obtained from the
LSTF (Local Sustainable Transport Fund), to construct a direct and safer cycle route
from the city boundary near Botley Rd in the east into the city centre via Itchen
Bridge. Dilys was invited to be a member of the Champions Group formed to gauge
opinion of cyclists and experts in the drawing up of proposals. The scheme goes for
public consultation in November.
Dilys Gartside
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SECURE BIKE PARKING AT LOCAL STORES
The issue of secure bike parking at local stores has frequently been raised by
Campaign members and other local cyclists. The Sustainable Transport Department
at the Council said that they were finding it very difficult to get co-operation from
the stores at local level so I agreed to take it on and have been corresponding with
the head offices of the stores most frequently mentioned - Tesco and the Co-op since July. Tesco have since installed cycle stands at the Lodge Road and Woodman
stores. Regarding the Co-op, some of the stores in Southampton are owned by the
Southern Co-operative, with whom I corresponded, and they have sent me a list of
their stores with description of the facilities for cyclists at each. These are all
adequate if not the best possible. Co-op stores not owned by the Southern Co-op
are owned and run by the Manchester Co-operative Society, and this would appear
to include those of greatest concern to us - Foyes Corner and Burgess Road. The
various different Co-operative socities are independent from each other and I
therefore need to take up the parking issue with the Manchester Co-operative
Society.
Clearly we would not expect every store to be able to erect Sheffield stands and
the Southern Co-operative pointed out various difficulties, such as stores fronting
directly onto the pavement and stores which do not own their frontage. Where a
local store is one of a group of shops, three or four cycle stands should be erected,
possibly by the Council, in a position convenient for all of the shops. If members
are aware of a parade of shops anywhere in the city that is in need of cycle stands,
please let us know and we will forward to the Cycling Officer, Dale Bostock.
Lindsi Bluemel
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BIKE PARKING IN OXFORD STREET
Chairperson Mike Charlton and partner went out for a meal in Oxford Street one
evening and found the provision of Sheffield stands to be so inadequate that
cyclists were waiting around for other cyclists to leave so that they could lock their
bikes to the vacated stands. Mike contacted the Council and as a result I spent an
hour with Murtaza from Balfour Beattie's Living Spaces team looking at possible
sites for additional stands.
The main problem arises from the requirement for two metres between bike
stands and tables/chairs outside the pubs, cafes and restaurants (which accounts
for most of the premises in Oxford Street). Such businesses are required to apply
for a licence to put out tables and chairs and they are allocated a specific area. In
the case of most of the cafes etc in Oxford Street, the erection of Sheffield stands
would reduce the clear pavement space to under two metres, hence the problem.
However, there are a small number of non-food/drink premises (eg estate agent)
where stands could be erected and Murtaza agreed to add these to his list of
possible sites. There are enormously large and obtrusive highways signs outlining
the parking restrictions (Murtaza said these were a legal requirement) and a slight
modification would make them ideal bike stands. However, Murtaza said that the
hight of most bikes would slightly obscure the signs and was therefore not possible,
despite the fact that cyclists will use the signs anyway. For the same reason stands
could not be erected in the empty pavement space around the signs.
On a positive note, I expressed approval of the old style Oxford Steet sign and
Murtaza agreed that this, although scheduled for replacement, could remain.
Lindsi Bluemel
COURT LEET
Committee members Lindsi Bluemel and Dilys Gartside
presented Petitions at the ancient Court Leet in Southampton
on 2 Oct, an annual event by which citizens may bring an issue
to the attention of a jury drawn from past mayors and
councillors, which if accepted on the day, must then be
considered by the Council.
Dilys called on Southampton Councillors to adopt recent
guidance from Dept for Transport recommending
implementation of a 20mph speed limit on all its roads which are primarily
residential in nature and into town and city streets where pedestrian and cyclist
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movements are high, such as around schools, shops, markets, playgrounds and
other areas which are not part of any major through route.
Lindsi petitioned the Court to consider the need for barriers across cyclepaths and
only install them when essential and then only of a design that enables all cyclists
and disabled people to use the paths without the need to dismount, focusing in
particular on Cutbush Lane, and to remove any which don’t meet this criteria.
Some Councils have a policy on barriers on cycle lanes/paths which says that they
should only be erected if absolutely necessary, and then they should be of one of
the DfT's recommended cycle-friendly designs.
BARRIERS ON CUTBUSH LANE
Cutbush Lane is a very useful route for cyclists. The section north from Meggesson
Avenue will be used by some of you to access Haskins Garden Centre, or Allington
Lane if going out for a ride in the South Downs. Forest Hills Drive and Cutbush Lane
is an alternative to the shared-use path up Gaiters Hill. You may have noticed that
the barrier half way along the lane has recently been altered and it is slightly easier
now to get a bicycle past. When researching barriers on Cutbush Lane on the
internet, minutes of a West End Parish Council meeting came up at which a
complaint made by a carer unable to negotiate the barrier with a wheelchair was
discussed. The minutes say that the barrier did not meet Disability Discrimination
Act and must be altered - hence the change. I have a copy of the plan showing how
the barrier has been adapted to allow disability access and it will be interesting to
see how many on the Southampton section of Cutbush Lane would comply with the
DDA. There are more barriers on the section of Cutbush Lane east from Meggesson
Ave to West End Lane and on the link between Cutbush Lane and Old Ivy Lane.
The section of Cutbush Lane from A27 to Meggeson Ave is still classified as a road
but its use as a through route is prevented by the barrier in the middle. The
Townhill Park regeneration team is currently considering removal of the barrier.
After the Court Leet, Sherriff Ivan White, councillor for Bitterne Park/Townhill Park,
asked Dilys and I what we thought about this proposal. We hope we represented
members’ views when we said NO! Apparently Townhill Park residents have said
YES; concerns have been raised about inappropriate vehicles (lorries, delivery
vehicles), but Ivan thought this wouldn't be a problem. For residents, one can see
why a quick and convenient route to the A27 might seem desirable, and we said
that if it were to be opened up there should be severe restrictions for motor
vehicles such as build outs and speed humps (cycle -friendly). On the positive side,
it would at least be one less barrier to negotiate!
Lindsi Bluemel
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CONTACTS
Chairperson Mike Charlton mike_charlton1@btinternet.com
Membership Secretaries Barry & Sue Colborne 39 Swift Road, Woolston,
Southampton, SO19 9FP suecolborne@btinternet.com
Newsletter Editor Angela Cotton, 8 Summerfield Gardens, Bassett Green,
SO16 3DR e-mail: greenangel@phonecoop.coop
SCC Website www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
DISCOUNT IN BIKE SHOPS
Don't forget to use your 10% discount, available in most local bike shops. Even more
importantly, persuade friends, family and colleagues who are looking to buy a new bike to
join the Campaign first, as they will save themselves some money and benefit us at the
same time.

Membership application
Join us and help make a difference!
Name
Address
Telephone
Email
Annual fee (please circle)
£10 Waged / £5 Unwaged
Return this form with your fee to SCC Membership Secretary,
39 Swift Road, Woolston, Southampton, SO19 9FP
Cheques payable to Southampton Cycling Campaign, please.
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